The San Antonio Writing Project offers the following continuing professional development opportunities for its Teacher Consultants and local area teachers. Events and parking are free and open to teachers from any level and discipline who are interested in improving the teaching of writing. 3 hours of Professional Development Credit is provided for attending each Saturday.

**Sept. 15**

**Literacy Design Collaborative Part I**

The Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC) is an exciting new framework for creating writing assignments and full lessons in any content area. The LDC makes designing expository and persuasive writing assignments accessible for all teachers, even those less experienced in assigning writing. This two part series will familiarize teachers with the LDC and help them begin building their own writing assignments.

9 AM -12 PM
UTSA-Downtown
DB 1.124

**Oct. 6**

**Literacy Design Collaborative Part II**

This second session focusing on the LDC will dig more deeply into the read-write connection at the heart of the LDC. A mini-lesson will be demonstrated and time will be devoted to continued work on creating LDC assignments. Attendance at Part I not required for Part II.

9 AM -12 PM
UTSA-Downtown

**Nov. 3**

**Hands On Digital Writing Part I**

This two-part hands-on workshop will focus on creating exceptional quality writing through digital composing. Participants will create their own digital writing piece crafting sounds, images, and video together and learn how to get their students engaged in digital writing too. Registration required due to limited space.

9 AM -12 PM
UTSA-Downtown

**Dec. 1**

**Hands On Digital Writing Part II**

The second in this hands-on workshop series will connect the digital composing process with the writing process. Participants will continue to develop and edit their digital writing pieces and learn various options, including Voice Thread, for publishing online. Registration required due to limited space. Attendance at Part I not required for Part II.

9 AM -12 PM
UTSA-Downtown

**Feb. 2**

**7th Annual San Antonio Writing Project Teacher Conference**

This conference offers an engaging keynote speaker as well as two sets of breakout sessions with numerous demonstrations of successful teaching lessons to choose from.

9 AM -12:30 PM
UTSA-Downtown

**April 6**

**A World of Stories—The Cuentos, Kahani, EYaGi, and Historias Projects**

This Saturday will be a celebration of student writers from here and around the world telling their family stories. Various students engaged in SAWP’s Cuentos Project, including international groups from India (Kahani), Korea (EYaGi) and St. Mary’s University (Historias) will read their stories at this event.

9-3 PM
Igo Public Library

Visit the SAWP home page for registration and event information: http://sanantoniowritingproject.org | sawp@utsa.edu